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Prologue
This anniversary report contains a detailed description of the methods
and results of the work during 1981 -82. Because it is important to document 	 jl
casual observations as well as technical methodology in gravitational(>
experiments, the append,'.,,,,.,, is employed rather freely, The the major findings are
in the body of the report. Methods of procedure, instrumentation,'m:thematical
formulae and other observations on spider behavior in the hyper-g field are
given in appendices. The table of contents should be sufficient for the re•.3er
to identify the various portions of the report. Note that the introduction is
the initial grant introduction.
To all who examine this report; should you wish to communicate on any
aspect of the work I would be happy to do so.
This work on the gravitational physiology of the spider began with the
observations that 1. they orient with respect to G, 2. orb-webs are constructed
with respect to the G vector and 3. silk spinning and the physics of silk is
adjusted according to body weight (a consequence of gravity). The scientific
x
literature is devoid of direct attempts to study the arachnid sense of gravity.
i
Perhaps with the recent growing interest in the field of GravitationalI
Physiology this will be rectified. Our present knowledge describes an animal
which appears to have a very low absolute threshold for G and a substantial 	 1
it
dynamic range of response. We can say with some confidence that tine species
{
Araneus sericatus can discriminate Gz intensities on the order of 1.001 or less
and 2Gz. If this is the case the perception of gravity by the spider might rank
just under the dynamic range of the exquisite senses of hearing (ca.8 log units
	 ='
in man) and vision (ca 12 log units in man). Our present research attacks the
issue of hots spiders extract this information from the gravitational
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environment,
Abstxact of Anniversary Report
Mo Gz transfer function has been described for the orb-waving spider
A. seri catus. The functional relationship between the }ioartrate and the
intensity of G is linear in the form of:
Y - a Loop, Gz-1 A
The heartrate ill 	 animals ioas recorded by a laser
plethymograph developed specifically for this purpose. Following a control,
sample heartrates were taken post-rotation between 1:.003 and 1.5 Gz ill 6 steps.
The underi), ing, distribution of iheartrates does not appear sign! ficantl,y
different from a Gaussian distribution.
A method of varnishing the legs of the sp.i.dor has been developed. This
was done in order to compromise the lyriform organs, especially those located on
the patellae. The lyriform organ is hypothesized to serve the receptor role in
the transduction of gravity related stimul.i. In preliminary animals the Cz
function, post varnishing of the patellae, appears to be changed in the
direction of poorer discrimination. We have also observed that the resting
heartrate following the varnish procedure is substantially increased. This
tachycardia is statistically significant.
The spider response to hyper-G is consistent with published observations
on the mcclmnics of the lyriform organ. Thus, further evidence for the lyriform
hypothesis if offered,
Future work includes 1. a systematic examination of the role exo-
skeletal sense organs (the lyriform) play in Gz sensitivity. •2. an evaluation
of tilt 3. determination of the amplitude density function of the heartpulse
and 4. extension of Gz stimulation to intensities lower than 1.001 and higher
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than 1.5.
Wthod for determining the gravity transfer function in the spin( r,,
Our procedure employed the cardiac rate as an indicator of response
sensitivity to various levels of Cz Gz, produced by centrifugation varied
betweon 1.001 and I.S. An ascending series of intensities was used because we
could not he certain that experience at the higher Gz levels might not exert too
great an A'A Cluence oil
	 at lower levels within an experimental session.
Preliminary work suggested that the dynamic range of the response to Gz
might be quite large. Therefore the experimental design employed more than one
log unit of the Gz intensity range. In order to assess as much of the range as
possible a 1, 2, 5 series was used. The Gz values were as follows 1.001,
1.002, 1.005, 1.01, 1.02 0 1.05, 1.1 0 1.2 and 1.5 Gz.
An attempt was made to expose each animal, to each level for ten minutes
during a single experimental session.
The procedure was as follows:
A spider was selected from the colony if it was in a dorsal-up
orientation. ']'his insured that the legs were oil the substrate of the culture
dish (its home cage). The culture dish was gently carried to the centrifuge,
placed in a secure holder oil
	 gimbal and the laser unit was swung into
position over the abdomen. The laser was adjusted in x and y movement by a, set
of microuinipulators. The laser beam mas directed to tile. abdomen , ,ist above the
heart. We avoided shining the light on to the spiders eighth eyes wMch are
located oil 	 cephalothorax. Figure L	 page .lam is a photograph of A.
sericatus. A circle oil 	 abdomen indicates the best region for obtain.i.ng
 the
.
cardiac pulse. Following a few adjustments of the laser a strong, _Lean beat
can be obtained In a few seconds. Keeping in mind iihat the .laser light
5
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penetrates the abdomen and a photocell is located directly beneath the culture
dish very large animals or animals with exceptionally dense abdominal
pigmentation may make recording; difficult, But even in these animals it was
usually possible to find a good spot to transilluminate.
'T'he laboratory i%ns darkened and following; sa rest period of tali minutes a
sample of 100 hearthents was recorded. Following this rest-control sample tite
laser was swung; awany from the centr i ftige and the animal presented the lowest Gz
intensity for 10 minutes. The choice of a 10 minute. exposure time was based on
preliminary observations which indicated that the post-rotatory response did not
recover for at least 10 minutes following a 10 minute exposure.
Mien the Gz exposure was completed the centri ftige was slowly brought to
a stop Cover a period of 60 seconds) in front of the laser, the laser was sung
hack to the same locus on the abdomen and a sample of 100 beats taken. Men, in
,a 	 instances the animal had moved it was either returned to the colony or
given a long; rest period and relocated under the laser light once again.
The treatments within a recording session ios; rest--1.001 Gz --rest
1.002 Gz--rest--1.005 Gz etc. to 1.5 Gz.
Total running; time for an experimental session was more than 190
minutes. Taking; into account apparatus adjustments and so forth file work was	 !
typically limited to one animal per clay.
aE
'I1te animal was returned to the colony after the experiment. Casual
E
observations of the spiders indicated no untoward effects in their eating,
drinking or general, behavior following centrifugation. Spiders are quite
F}
sedentary and they appeared as inactive after rotation as before rotation. 	 ,¢
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAaH
ARANEUS SERICATUS.
THE CIRCLE INDICATES OPTI-MUM LOCUS
OF LASER BEAM ON THE ADDOi,,IEN.
THE LEGS ARE NUMBERED 1,2,3 AND 4.(ca 6x	 tit r " u R`
tibia
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Figure ^, shows time interval histograms of tho spider heartbeat	 '[
photographed from the computer display. The histograms result from 100
successive heartbeats taken at rest (control) and frost 1.001, 1.002 and 1.005
Gz. The Gz intensities are the lowest of our series given to the animal. The 	 iE
abscissa shows the inter-beat interval in seconds and the conversion to BPM.
a
Ilie conversion formulae is:
1311M A 7/interval. (secs) x 60
Tlie mode (peak) of the control rate is near 2.5 secs (ca 24 MOV. After	 ±(
1.001 Gz experience the mode has shifted to about 2.8 seconds (21 1311M). The
distrbutions shaft to the left (higher heartratcs) with increased Gz. The 	 !!
increased spread of the 1.005 histograms produced by	 short and a pew	 1
i
extended inter-beat intervals. lie have been employing the median as the measure
i?
of central tendency. With the ,,dvent of a computing system the mean and
variance can be efficiently calculated.
Figure	 shows the mean hear.trate for a group of animals as a function
i
of log Gz. Seventeen animals contributed to the results between 1.001 and 1.2
Gz. Association with each mean data point is a representation of the standard
4
deviation (sigma). The data points were hest fir with a regression line in the
4
form of: Y = a log Gz - 1 + k. The regression curve is the predicted Y values.	
f
F
Tlie goodness of fit indicates that 02 percent of the variance can be accounted	 t
kfor by the logarithmic regression line (R 2
 = .92).
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Figure 4 pace 12,, , Represents the linoar fit for 12 spiders exposed
rti 1,001 through 1.5 Gz. The abscissa is log Gx and the ordinate is ',.he y"
(1vedicted rate) based on the logarithmic regression c0culated separately for
v ach animal, Tlae equation is in the Corm of.
	
Y ,
	 q a log Gz	 1, 4. k
Y' a predicted rate
a W slope
k v intercept
k2 in the figure shows the goodness of fit obtained for each animal. Tlie slope
I.-, indicated in the adjacent column. R square (the square of the correlation
coefficient) is sometimes -taped the coefficient of determination. 11hen
multiplied by 100 it gives us the percentage of the variance in Y that is
associated with or detorminod by variance in X. Another uny to consider R 2
 is
in term of the percentage reduction in errors of prediction of Y from X. for
	
example; R2
 - .37 and R = .61
	 error reduction = 20%
	
R2 0 .95 and R - 97	 error reduction = 70% (see Guilford, 1950
page 409 for an interesting analysis of goodness of fit).
In the "worst case" a spider function with a .37 R 2
 and slope of .78
orrors of prediction are reduced by 20 percent. More than one half the variance
is accounted for my Chose regression curves with R 2
 greater than .70 (R - .84).
1111s gallows us to conclude that a log function is a good predictor of the
Vardiac behavior in response to the various Gz intensities. The figure also
',h{xis that differences among them in terms of the rate of the heat are
% bstantial... ranging from less than 20 to more than 50 BI-M at 1.001 Gz. 71i s
It; not surprising nor particularly disturbing Mien we recall that the neurogenic
fiollrt of the spider can he modulated by external (sensory) as well as internal
stimctli.
Tate mean resting hcartrate for the animals contributing to the curve. in	 ^.
Figure 3 is 42 + lb BTAM (N a 17). Ile mean resting rate calculated from a
larger sample (preliminary and the above animals) yield on estimate of 34 + l2
3
BPM (N = S al). Clearly spiders demonstrate substantial Individual differences in
the basic resting rate. We have observed (and reported this earlier) that very	 E
,E
low radial acceleration will elicit a bradycardia in certain individuals. We
are not prepared at this time to undertake a thorough analysis of this
phenomenon. The data are available oil 	 tare and wait the development of 	 't
a^
our future computer analyses. It should be noted that during the early stages`li
^t
of the research when animals were rostrainod the bradycardia associated with
slow rotation mas frequently observed. hopefully an explanation will be
3 :
forthcoming. i
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Preliminary Results of the Varnishing Experiments
The "removal" experiment is commonly employed by neuro-physiologists and
physiological psychologists. In experiments with animals it is possible to
remove systematically parts of the brain or to destroy, or compromise tissue
selectively. The experimenter then observes the defects that result from the
procedure. The logic of the manipulation is that the ablation or interference
with a structure provides evidence: for its role in normal behavior. This
procedure is not without difficulties. Sometimes intervention may disrupt
behavior only temporarily. Other mechanisms might be brought into play.
Remoyal experiments must be done with great care for them to be interpretable.
'pee removal experiment will not divulge the pro porties of the structure under
study, it can provide insight into its importance.
We have developed a procedure for compromising the exoskeletal sense
organs by varnishing. As expected there were several cul-de-sacs mostly
associated with determining a varnish which would fl.cw easily, attach to the
waxy exoskeleton of the spider and would not be harmful to the animal.
It might be useful for the reader to be aware of the substances
discarded. A dental acrylic resin was tried (Jet Acrylic) however the acrylic
beads aro , very large and may not flaw into the lyriform organs (our hypothesized
G receptors). Further during the curing process acrylic develops heat. Sobo
fabric glue (a water-based substance) would not adhere to the cuticle. Insl-x
is a tool-dip which, in small portions, dries very quickly. We employ it in the
lab for insulating tungsten microelectrodes. It adheres beautifully to the
spider cuticle and dries hard in perhaps a minute. Insl-x is toluene based.
The minute amount employed does not appear to harm the animal when applied to
the exoskeleton. In order to see the clear varnish and to photograph it, a
IORIGINAL PAGE. IS
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small amount of Sudan black was added to a varnish sample, Figure V' (page 14)
is a photograph of the patallae of a spieler varnisliekl with Tnsi-x, Working with
a Zeiss operating microscope and employing a single tungsten wire as a brush the
entlr%^ leg, or any portion of It can be varnished,.. with a little experience,
The areas corresponding to the joints are, of course, avoided. During the
varnishing procedure the anima] is anesthetized with CO2 . The CO2 flow rate is
at 0,1 cu. ft/ltour.
	 'The animal recovers quickly after the ,gas is removed. We
can show that light C 2
 anesthesia has no observable effect on the spiders
subsequent eating; behavior nor on its web building behavior.
Several animals on 01ch G to p Oz data points were obtained have been
submitted to the varnishing procedure. The results of our otisorvLiti ns are-
given in Figures (-, and 7 page h^' ^ The ordinates are median heartrate in
BMI and the hbsicssac are given in Log Oz. Curves marked "normal." describe the
Oz function prior to manipulation of the animal. Curves labeled "Patallae legs
right and left 211 describe the Oz function several days after varnish procedure.
7'lie patella of the spicier leg can be identified by the reader in Figure
page (a . Animal, 715 ims given two procedures. First the patellae were
varnished and a Oz record taken, then, several, days later the patellae and the
tibia oil 8 legs were varnished and the Oz stimulation repeated.
The "normal" curves are representative of the functional reiation.b ip
between heartrate and C. it appears that the function obtained following
varnishing the patellae on the set of front legs (all. four) results in a curve
with little slope and, in the case of spieler 64, with a decrease in heartrate
with increase(] Oz. One could conclude from the initial, observations that
varnishing the patellae modified the Oz sensitivity function.
it
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The results shotm Moro and those from 3 other spiders (from which Gz
Cunctions wore not taken at the tire or, the witing) present a curious
phenomenon. The heartrate, post-patollar varnishing is increased. This occurs
with respect to Cz stimulation and can be observed in the resting-control rates.
Table I page 11 is an analysis of the resting/control. rates for G
animals before and after varnish was applied to the patellae of legs 1 and 2,
left and right sides.
All spiders showed ail increase (difference column) post varnishing. The
aver,- ge rate is 47.5 BIN before and 67.2 13I'M post varnish. This is a relative
increase of +41.5 percent, Table S also shows the result of a non-parametric
*-tist ir l.in l test oi l these data ld icil is star ic r i ca1.1y signl , rirant bnynnI the ,05ys Ml•	 M.rrV r
Level of confidence,
In a second procedure spicier 71 5 had the petellae and tibiae oil all
eight legs varnished. The; resultin-, Cz function appears rather flat Lap to 1:.02
Cz foll.owed by a large rate increase at 1.05 Gz and beyond. 	 This procedure 411
be repeated oil other animals to assess the reliability of this single
observation.
{
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Table
	
	 Analysis of resting heartrates (APM) for 6 spiders
before And after (+ 2 days) varnishing the patellae
of legs 1 and 2 , right and left.
BEFORE	 AFTER	 DIFFERENCE
	
SIGNED-RANK
57	 82	 +25
	 +5
49	 59	 +10	 +2
68	 88	 +20	 +4
30	 52	 +12	 +3
55	 63	 +8	 +1
26	 59	 +33	 +6
Mn 47.5	 Mn 67.2
The relative increase is +41.5 percent
The Wilcvxon Matched-Pairs Signed Ranks Test ( Siegel. 1956)
Sum of + ranks =21
Sum of - ranks = 0
T R smaller sum of Like-signed ranks =0
From a Table of Critical Values of T for Ns6
and T-0 the null, hypothesis is rejected at the
.05 Level of confidence. ( note: this test
has 3 /pi, 95 percent of the efficiency of a
parametric t test for small samples)
ti
1	 +
4!
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Discussion and Conclusions
Observations on the Logarithmic Law and the Spider, Transfer Function
Fechner (1860) proposed that the differential threshold (DL, just
noticeable difference) could he employed as a standard unit to measure the
magnitude of sensation. According to Fechner, the relationship between the
sensation (response) continuum and the stimulus intensity continuum was such
that equal stimulus ratios corresponded to equal increments of sensory response.
Under the assumption that all differential thresholds (DL) within a modality
were equal (not a good assumption) it follows that as the number of DLs grow
arithmetically the stimulus intensity increases geometrically. That is,
relatively larger and larger outputs in stimulus energy are required to obtain
corresponding sensory effects, The arithmetic to geometric progression reduces
mathematically to a logarithmic relation:
S = k Log I
This states that the magnitude of sensation (S) is proportional to the
logrithm of the physical intensity of the stimulus (I).
Stevens (1961) contended Coat t 1he relationship between stimulus
magnitude and sensory magnitude is not logarithmic but rather a power I-w.
According to a power law, sensory magnitude grows in proportion to the physical
intensity of the stimulus raised to a power: S = kI b
 where b is an exponent
that is constant for a particularly sensory dimension (or modality) and set of
R
experimental conditions. In logarithmic form the power law reduces to: log
S = b Log I + log R. This function tells us that equal stimulus ratios produce
equal: sensory ratios.
Roth laws were invented to express the relationship between stimuli and
the sensational (psychologically experienced subjective) aspects of the sensory
ORIGINAL PACE E5
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scale. It is generally agreed that for many psychological tasks the power law
is a better representative of the relationship between stimuli and sensory
experience. In the physiological literature roughly logarithmic transfer
functions are found between stimulus intensities and variables like neural
firing rates. This is a corroboration of the Fechner Law. TLzcKay (1970)
observes that, "...many pitfalls beset the would -be-intogrator of psychological
and physiological data". There is hope In obtaining a rapproachment. »perhaps
the difference is at the level of analysis.
We huimin beings do not easily empathize with spiders and we can never
know what the animal experiences when angular acceleration is manipulated. Ile
can however compare some of our present results with e9periments in other
species and perhaps obtain a kind of "feeling" and perspective of the data.
Peters (1969) provided a compilation of studies (some old) which
indicate the absolute threshold to linear acceleration in man to be between .006
and .027 Gz. These values depend upon the method used and the position of the
subject. Radial acceleration thresholds in man were reported by Walsh (1961).
lie used perceptual criteria. His values were on the order of .0019 and .0025 Gz
(depending on the direction and the position of the subject). Our present
results show that the spiders, as a group, respond to at least .001 Gz + 1 G.
If the curve (Figure 3 ) were to be extrapolated to some lower limit the
absolute threshold might be in the region of .0005 Gz. It appears that the orb-
weaver is as sensitive as the human to changes produced by increases in gravito-
inertial stimuli.
Gaultierotte and Gerathewohl (1965) recorded single otolithic units from
.
a frog during a Keplerian flight path.	 Their records show that changes in Gz
between 0.0 and 0.56 ur;re logarithmically related to the frequency of unit
1
A--.Z z .
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discharge. In an experiment more comparable to our spider work (a physiological
response was employed to assess G sensitivity) Miller and Graybiel (1965)
studied ocular counterrolling (humans) during a Keplerian trajectory, Their
results indicate that above approximately 0.6 Gz relative otolith activity
becomes proportional to the G rorce according to a logarithmic law.
The results of the spider experiments are comparable with results taken
on other animals, and where other methods have been used. Ile do not presently
have data above 1.5 Gz that we wish to report. There is a 1Relihood that the
linear (log) portion of the function extends beyond 2 Gz. In terms of the
extrapolated tapper limit of the transrer function the spider might respond over
a 5 log unit range above threshold. In comparison with the exquisitive senses
of vision and hearing, which operate over a range of about 12 to 8 log units,
respectively, the spider G function Is perhaps more constricted but, still,
impressive.
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The Absolute Sensitivity of the Spider to Gz
Tlie general PauIan of the lyriform organ is such that deformation by
very wall forces becomes possible. We have indicated earlier that several
studies which assessed the displacement sensitivity of the lyriforms indicate
absolute thresholds much less than a micrometer (introduction in appendix.
A response which is directly relevant to our Gz ser-itivity experiment is that
of Barth (1981) who reported the angular displacement of the leg which would
just evolcc a unit discharge from a lyriform slit. 3-,l a threshold angle of
.0006 degrees an organ on the tibia required a force of 40 micro Newtons (4x
i
10"' N).
let '	 a '''hat " ianr" rent to the normal ►iclvht (q - l) on the legsLA: G s t1 js1 71lIc ^^ n c, an ., X -0 ..	 p^..
produces a sensory discharge and that this stimulus increment can be
accomplished by, 1. moving the leg (as reported by Barth), 2. adding, weight to
the cephalothorax, or 3. producing a centripetal component to total G by
ce;',^tr i fugation.
A few calculations (Appendix X) show that the vector sum of go (9.8
m/s/s) and a radial acceleration of 0.4 m/s/s results in a total acceleration of
9.814- m/s/s. The ratio of g t
 to ge is 1.0008 Gz. The contribution to the
absolute weight value of the spieler by the centripetal, component is 40 micro N.
Perhaps it is not coincidental that near the absolute threshold to Gz stmulation
(circa 1.001 Gz) in the present research the force added by the radial component
Is 43 micro N. Assuming the correctness of this argument it becomes one of the
rare but happy circumstances in which disparate behaviors (cardiac reflex vs
unit discharge) with different species (orb weaver vs a hunting spider) and in
different laboratories (Frankfurt vs Philadelphia) are correlated.
y
At present we do not know hav the several lyriform organs on the several
.-.,Z4.-
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legs summate or contribute as a group input to the CNS 
of the
the spider. Clearly,
the Gz threshold should be elevated as the lyriforms are systematically	 ,^
.
compromised, Further, the animal should become less discriminating of changes
in Gz when fewer receptors input the CNS. The above argument also implies a
scale Factor in that very ,small, light animals (e.g., neonates) might show,
elevated Gz thresholds relative to a typical, 100 mg animal.
.
Considerations on the spicier heart and its' role in movement and orientation.
Parry and Brown (1959) observed a "resting pressure" of 5 cm Hg within
the spider leg. They also observed a transient increase to 40 cm fig or more
associated with, or in preparation for movement. (Peak systolic pressure in
human beings is often given as 120 mm iig).
Wilson (1967) (appendix K,) observed that there is no anatomical
evidence for a mechanism which can generate pressures like these within the leg
itself, nor could Parry and Brown account for a leg mechanism. The alternative
explanation is that the heart can generate high pressures which are involved in
irhe movement of the legs. The legs of spiders appear not to contain extensor
muscles, consequently some kind of hydrostatic mechanism may be employed; 1. to
regulate postural homeostasis and 2. to initiate and control, movement. Changes
in internal. fluid pressure could also be involved in the mechanics of the liquid
silk during spinning.
Wilson 'preferred not to implicate the heart in the generation of
transient pressures of the cephaIothorax. file argued that the musculi lateralis
could produce pressure in the prosoma (cephalothorax) and the subcuticul.ar
muscle sheet in the opisthosoma (abdomen). Thus high transient pressures in the
spider, according to the Wilson model, would be associated with a 11twitch".
1W
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'Ibis hypothesized twitch should be observable during recordings from the abdomen
and it should preceed changes in amplitude or rate of the cardiac response,
There appears to be little evidence for this in the present researcii.
Spiders will periodically produce a kind of "whole body twitch". During
extended recording of the heart (unrestrained animal.) we can demonstrate a rapid
burst of beats and sometimes a large amplitude increase but Just prior to a
motor response. During tilt and post tilt one can observe changes in the rate
and often amplitude of the cardiac reflex which aro not preceeded by motor
activity. Such observations add to the belief that the heart-pump is the
mechanism which builds up hydrostatic pressure for the extension of the legs and
the maintenance of orientation.
Perhaps the pedicel (tube connecting the cephalothorax to the abdomen)
is restricting the venous return and produces high pressures in the
cq,,halothorax? That would imply that the pressures in the cephalothorax remain
at a rather constant high level, Mi ch seems not to bo the case. The evidence
for this is not "in yet". Wilson made an interesting point about the pedicel
,that it evolved as a kind of joint so that the abdomen and spinnerets may be
maneuvered without affecting the balance of the spider. The abdomens of orb
spiders are quite Large because they have t:, carry voluminous silk glands. It
has often been observed that they fatigue easily when forced to run. Perhaps
they have difficulty pulling an unwiedly addomen along a substrate (orb spiders
usuall, bang passively in webs)? Perhaps there is an inefficiency in the
respiratory system (the pump cannot keep the pressure up)? The latter
'hypothesis seems to be a simple explanation to me.
i
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Analyses Planned for the 1982-82 Period.
1.
We have often observed that the cardiac reflex of the spider in response
to Gz changes its magnitude. Therefore we plan to examine the amplitude
distributions before and after Gz stimulation. our plan is to perform a pulse
height analysis employing a computer. A tentative system has been designed
Which digitizes and distributes the relative magnitudes of the heartpulse.
Figure $ shows amplitude density functions (ADD) for the spider heart before and }
after exposure to Gz = 1.1 The post rotary amplitude is increased by about 17
percent relative to the control. amplitude. There may also be some changes in
i
the frequency of occurrence of smaller magnitude beats in the post-rotary
function. Further analyses might expose this and other phenomenae associated
I,
with hyper-t stimulation.	 j
I'
Preliminary examination of the spider response to tilt has suggested
1i
that there is merit in evaluating this independent variable. Not only does the
spider heartrate change when the animal is tilted but the amplitude of the pulse
	 }
is increased. Figure 7 demonstrates this for a 30 degree tilt. One benefit of
the tilt experiment is to permit continuous recording before-during and after
the stimulus is presented. Our worRing hypothesis is that compromised ,lyriform
organs will result in decreased sensitivity to tilt (perhaps in the domain of
pulse amplitude as well as pulse rate).
,
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Relative Amplitude of the heart pulse
i
THE AMPLITUDE DENSITY FUNCTION FOR TWO, THREE MINUTE CARDIAC SAMPLES
BEFORE AND AFTER EXPOSURE TO g- 1.1 THE ORDINATE REPRESENTS THE
PROPORTION OF THE TIME THE HEARTBEAT HAD AN AMPLITUDE AS LARGE AS
THE VALUE SHOWN ON THE ABSCISSA. THE MODAL AMPLITUDE ON THE CURVE
LABELLED g=1.1 IS 17% GREATER THAN THE MODAL AMPLITUDE  OF THE
RESTING FUNCTION.
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Fig. I	 Amplitude change in the spider ;zeartpulse in response
to a tilt of 30 degrees. The chart recording in this photograph was
done at a very slow speed in order to expose the amplitude changes
before,during and following a tilt of the animal. The sequence of events
shows : a segment of the pulse before tilt, an electrical artefact
indicating the beginning of movement of the tilt table, a second
artefact showing the end of movement( when the table had rp -ch-d
30 degrees), a segment of about 6 minutes at 30 degrees, and the
artefacts associated with movement back to the horizontal.
During the tilt movement the amplitude increases to a large
magnitude which slowly declines over a 6 minute hold at 30 degrees.
During the return movement the pulse amplitude rapidl y declines to
the pre-tilt magnitude. An examination of the tilt response will be
undertaken during the 1982-83 period.	 An hvpothesis is that in
order to compensate for the tilt of its body hydrostatic pressure
is iur-:eased in the cephalothorax.The lyriform organs are differentially
compressed and information is transmitted to the cardiac center
supporting the cardiac reflex and serum enters the legs. This can
be viewed, analogically, like a set of "lifts" which operate in a
syringe-like manner to support the animal as the gravity vector is
changed.
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Appendix A
The Centrifuge
The centrifuge employed in this research was constructed to insure: 1.
the precise control of the speed of rotation, 2. the ability to manipulate the
rise and decay of the rotational period and 3. with minimum of sound and
vibration.
Figure 10 represents the essential features of the centrifuge and Figure IN
is a photograph of the centrifuge and ancillary apparatus.
Smooth acceleration and deceleration is accomplished by means of a ball
and disc drive. We decided to use this technique for speed control in order to
avoid the expense and difficulty of controlling an electric motor. The disc is
rotated at a constant speed by a heavy duty, continuous motor. A stainless
steel ball is supported by four ball bearings and can be positioned along the
rotating disc by a screw arrangement. Men the ball is centered on the disc no
motion is transmitted to the output shaft. The variable output is transmitted
to the centrifuge turntable through a speed reducer and a right angle gear
drive. Since the speed of the electric motor is held constant the centrifuge
period is linearly related to the position of the ball on the disc. The system
does not require a feedback stabilized electric motor. Further there is a
minimum of over- and under-shoot as a desired rotational speed is approached.
Figure /,shows the deviation of the ball from the disc center (in
milimeters) in order to achieve a particular centrifuge speed (in rev per sec).
Each point in the figure represents the velocity needed to achieve an indicated 	 j4
G intensity. The position of the ball is typically changed by a small DC motor.
	
r
It can also be varied manually.
The centrifuge has excellent stability. 'Upon advancing the ball to a
IA
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desired Position the turntable achieves a stable period within one or two	 f
revolutions. We measure centrifuge speed to the nearest millisecond. This is
accomplished by a RVDT (rotary variable difforential transformer) located at the
turntable center. The RVC7'1' voltage is delivered to an electronic counter whilF ►
is triggered once per revolution. The velocity stability of the centrifuge is
i
demonstrated in Figure 13 page 35" . The ordinate is the period in msec for
F
each revolution. The abscissa is successive rotations. The upper plot shows
the results of 20-5 revolutions of the centrifuge set to 4425 msec/revolution. 	 1
I
The lower curve shows 1.71 successive revolutions at a period of 2575 msec.
Measurement sensitivity ims +20 msec. 	 j
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Appendix	 13
A description of the System	 ;
Figure 1 XI is a schematic diagram of the system employed for the study of
the spider heartrate as a function of Gz.
A laser beam (0.5 mW Metrologic) trans illumi,nates the abdomen and heart
of the spider. A photocell (PC) sensitive to 633 nm (the wavelength of the
laser beam) receives 11g.ht which has been modulated by movements of the heart or
the fluid in it. These changes in light intensity are delivered to an amplifier
(a Metrol.ogic power meter) w}iich has a DC, output proportional to the light
intensity change. The ouput voltage is delivered to a magnetic tape recorder
(FM, Ampex IR 100) and to a Nicolet Instrument Computer.
Other channels on the tape recorder record the output of a rotary
variable differential transformer (RM)T) which indicates the period of rotation,
a digital clock and a voice channel. The output of the Nicolet Computer is a
time interval historgram (explained in section & page Vb ). The display may be
photographed or the histogram "read-out" on a X/Y Plotter. The "raw" data,
i.e., the heart pulses are delivered to a 4 channel, Dynograph Recorder
(Heckman). One Dynograph channel displays an on-line cardiotac. The cardiotac
allows the experimenter to examine the change in hea.rtrate is "on-line". This
instrument is a modification of a Miclear Data 600 multichannel Analyzer. It is
very useful for it suggests to the observer analyses which might be profitable
at a later date. The Dynograph also records time hacks from the digital clock
system (Datametrics Inc.)
Our Ampex FR100 tape deck is quite old and the 1/2 inch tape very
expensive. We are now beginning to employ a Sony,
 stereo tape deck with one
channel of IN (Vetter Co.) and the clock information in the second channel. The
E
4
f
1
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4ystem, although a bit ponderous, works quite well. In the caning year we shall
begin to use an Apple II+ computer and ISAAC, ISAAC is a computerized data
acquisition system with a special. "Dibsoft" language. The present tedious
analysis of the data will be reduced and we shall have the capability of
examining; other aspects of the cardiac response now recorded on some 12 miles of
tape.
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Appendix	 el
Laser Characteristics	 4'
The laser No trologic Inc,) like any high-intensity light source
produces beat, The Instrument we employ yields a concentrated light beam of
approximately 1 mm diamotor at the locus of, 'the animal. Tile wavelength is 633
nm. Temperature measurements indicated that the spot of light may add an
increment of about 0.5 degree r relative to the ambient temperature of the
laboratory. This is a low power instrument rated at 0,5 41. In order to reduce
the light intensity and minimize the temperature increase, the light was reduced
by placing a heat protective glass (from a slide projector) in front of the
lasers exit port. This procedure reduced the temperature increment to 0.3 deg.
F when measured in an ambient temperature of 75 deg. F. Later we took
measurements (Tektronix temperature sensor) with the heat filter in place and
through the plastic culture dish in which the spider remains during and after
rotation. Tile temperature increment was then reduced 0.1 deg yielding a total
of about 0.2 del;. F. P;e do not feel that this is a very important extraneous
stimulus to the animals cardiac response, We have recorded beats with the
continued application of the Laser light for 2 or more hours. There seems to be
no tondengy for a systematic change in the heartrate. If the laser illumination
is pulsed (10 sec on - 10 sec off) we can observe no evidence for rate changes
synchronous with the flash period. Our procedure avoids aiming the laser light
on any of the eight eyes. Usually, spiders seem not to respond to visual
exposure by Laser. Spiders of our species are probably rather insensitive to
laser light at the intensity and wavelength of our instrument.'
.
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Appendix	 t^
Corellation of the }llectrocardiogram NCG) and laser plethysnggraph ,A
recordings of the heartpulse of the spider.
The invention of the 'laser plethysmograph was necessary in order to
obviste the unphysiological high rates produced by the heart of a restrained
t	 animal.. It is important to demonstrate that the laser approach provides a
response comparable to the MG in the study of the spicier heartrate.
t
	
	 Figure 15^ is a sample of a spicier WG and a simultaneous record of the
heart pulse taken by laser. The animal is restrained.
f
The recording electrode was located along the midline of the abdomen
just above the cardiac tube. The electrical response most probably derives from
the activity of the dorsal-cardiac nerve which extends along the hearttube. The
laser illuminated a nearby locus. The electrical and optical procedures are
independent measures of the heart response. We cannot, at present, be certain
what mechanism(s) produce the change in optical, density. It could be a change
f	 in fluid density as it squirts through the heart, or perhaps, minute movements
of the heart itself. Over a 5 second period one can count 12 beats. This is
equivalent to 144 BPM an inordinately high rate relative to resting rates which
7
are typically between 1.5 and 40 BIN. The high rate obtains when an animal is
restrained (for purposes of T3CG) and an electrode is touching the abdomen.
Clearly, the need for a non-intrusive method is important. This exercise
d	 allowed the experimenter to judge that the laser method was surricient for the
purposes of the experiment.
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Appendix E
Statistical Calculations 	 ;
CHIC Square in Testing the }}ypothesis that the nistributi.an of
Spider 1^eartrates is Gaussian.
Ttre Gaussian, or normal probalaility distribution, has known
ci^taracterstcs and it allows the investigator to employ several, powerful tools,
especially on the judgement of the reliability of the data.
We have, i.n the present report, made no assumptions about the normality
o£ the heartrate distributions (alt}sough they do "appear'" bell.-like). One
reason for this is that the calculation of mean and vari,^rnce from frequency elate
f
is quite tedious without computational aids. In a normal. distribution, the mean
and the median are identical. Cur results are given in terms of the median.
Tile method for determining the median is given in appendix. H page^ifj .
A customary way of determining r^llether. the discrepancies bettiaeen
theoretical (Gaussian) and obtained (empirical) frequencies are so large as not
to be attributed to sampling errors is to employ the chi-square test. This
test, as applied to the normal curve hypothesis, enables us to arrive at a
decision as to the probability that an obtained set of frequencies (i.e., in the
heartrate histogram) is not normally ciistrihuted.
'T}^e chi square test for normality ^ti^as applied to the inter-beat interval
distribution. of several animals by determining the expected :Frequencies (based
on the mean and variance of the normal distribution and comparing these to file
obtained frequencies in the actual, histogram. C'.^i-square, in all cases was riot
significant at the 0.05 level of confidence. °therefore we can^conc.lude that the
population from whi`h the heart interval histograms arise is normally
distributed on the measurement scale. Thus we are given the incentive and the
,^
	
`	 a;^ Poop Qu^^.^r^r
logical ragl^t to eirip]Qy raran^etrie stacsties in firtit^`^ cl^tta ana'lysi^. This
will be aceoinplishecl by cam^uter.	 Figure 1(o is a plat of the obtAinecl versus
the theoretical. distribution lar one animal. It was calculated arnl plotted by
land (^ teclinus exercise), The obtained dstributian is not significantly
different from the CaUSSlall distribut ion of eXpected frequencies of occurrence
of hearthcatS.
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1191ore ^. = abscrvecl frequencies of the heartbeat
fe ^ oxpcctecl frequencies based on the Gaussian elistrib^ation.
n ^ numbc^^ of observation
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The Spider Chamber Characteristics on the Centrifuge
T1ie spider chamber (labelled ^ in Figure 11 A) is on a gimbal. The
_.
4
center of the chamber is 27 cm from the "dead center" of the centrifuge hub.
This chamber is an enclosed tissue culture dish 5 cm in diameter., The animal is
always located between 27 and 28 cm From the hub center. The specificity o£ Gz
is therefore calculated between 27 and 28 cm. Because we do not wish to
manipu7,ate the spider when she's placed on the centrifuge ^ cm represents the Gz
error, For slow centrifuge speeds (e. g, period of 4.93 sec) if the spider's
locus is 28 cm, Gz will have increased From 1.0009 to 1.0010, an increment of
0.0009 percent. If at a high seed (1..28 sec) the animal is located at 28 cm
.the G increment is from 1.200 (27 cm) to 1.213 (28 c ►n), a change of 1.08
,percent. T}zese are the worst cases. Our estimation is that G can be specified
between .009 and .S percent at low and at higher stational speeds. The tissue
culture dish is u wind screen and i.t is counterbalanced for tl^e "resting"
posit ion.
Figure (^ A also shows a second chamber on a gimbal. This is the early
chamber for taking recordings from restrained animals. It now serves the role
of a counter weig}it (labelled 5) 1, shows the RVnT. 2, is the laser which can be
"swung" over the spider chamber and adjusted by 3, amicro-manipulator. The
laserJmanpulator is weighted with a heavy gear and the entire unit rests on
anti-vibration mounts.
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71^e 'Time Interval nistrl^uton Ct^lsr, interval. 1listogrAtn)
The first pulse of a tr.Ai.n of pulses stars the time me^asuremert p^•ocess
.,
anti the next succee<lin^ pulse moth stops that mcasurcn^ent and sm^altAneously
(wi.thin I0 microseconds) starts the next one. As each Limo. interval is
digitized, one count is aciclecl to a t»emory acl^lress whose number is proportional
to the meASUrecl time interval. The time resolution in our experiments Are
typically SO cosec or less (20 cosec for an sanimal presenting a mare rnpcl heat).
`	 After 100 intervals Are. meAsurecl the time scaling prQCeclure automAtically stops.
A 'hvindow" ad justmcnt n],lo^vs the exper imentcr to seta 1eve1 such th^rt only
beats ^vhi.ch exceed possible base-line noise are cauntec?.
.l^'1'Pe nt ^ i ^' ^f
Cal,cu7.ation o£ the Median iieartrate from the Interval Eistogram,
rigure /7 shows an interval histogram (II1S't'^ which might obtain i'or as	 ^
very large number o£ spider heartbeats, The time interval between each 	 , ;
successive boat is on the abscissa and the !'r.equency o^ occurrence on the	 ^ ^^
a I
ordinate. 1^lien this distribution is integrated it Forms a cummulative £requcncy
curve, ►y1ten N is known it i.s a simple matter to Locate the median tthe 5pth
^	 ^F
Gentile) c3iractly ar to interpolate between two adjacent time intervals.
Tkle interpolation i'ormul.ae is:	 ,^
t
median = Ta + 0.5N- £b	 i.	 'y^
Lb
1Vheret 1 =lower limit of classinterval containing the median
£b
 =sum o£ all Frequencies below I,
£p = £requcncy o£ interval, containing the median
i =size o£ the interval
N =number o£ observations	 ^	 "
The time interval histogram is integrated by replacing the number in each
1
time interval address by the sum o£ the contents o£ all previous addresses, p7.us
its os,m contents. T}le mathematical .operation :is:
^.
X (^ ,^,! ^ ^. ?^ ^ _ aL M ^ !gyp X ^ fi - l( ..)	 ^.
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CaXnuXat3ons for the force produced by rad^.al accelerat^.on
	 ;=
' on a typical lOD m^ sp^.der near the threshold of Gz sensitivity.
G ^Yt^ :	 ^,,. = D .^ ,.^ / s 2	 ^ ' R mod, a ! ,R^c^
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Calcul^tian of total grR^vito-inertial farce.
Gz is the ratio of gt/go
Where go ^ Q8 p .66S cm/sec t and gt =the vector sum of angular
acceleratan and ge .	 ,
Computational t'orrmai,ae
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' The general reference is Sears, T'. W. and Zetnasky, h1. 1V. College Physics,
3rd I'xlition, Addison-lti'esley, i^oncion.
The computational, formulae have been programmed into a small desk calculator
(T159), .^ printed read-out indicates TIhi (period in secs) Rz'S, velocity,
acceleration, total G and Gz ("^"), The program is extremely useful for
calculating Gz r,^hen rotation periods other than the fixed. ones of the present
experiment are employed, ^1n example of a "print-out" is attached below.
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Qrb weaving spiders depend primarily ott mechanical stimuli for contact
with the, envronment. Arachnids Alone contain a specialized organ an tha J.e$s
which convey information about cuticular deformation and. vibration to the
nervous system. Raeea>:ch has shown that these ar^ana, tha ].yriform organs,
and the legs. themselves make up a complex sensory system. The system includes
A control feature which may permit the spideer to regulate its own sensory
input. Spiders da not. contain anatomically specific gravity receptors.
The known anatomy and phyAiology of the lyr.^.fcrms recommend them as a source
of gravity information. Tfte neurogenic tteArt of the spider has bQen shown
to respond. to a variety of sense stimuli which produce changes :tn the. rAte
and possibly the vigor oC l.he heArtbeat. This research examines the effects
gravto-inertial. farces and variations in the leg/lyriform system have pn the
heartbeat o£ the spider. 'lhe experiment is designed to inform us about the
gravito-inertial sensitivity and its posail±:.a mechanism in Chia ubiquitous
and ecologically important animal.
Gravity receptors among fife invertebrates a m extraordinarily diversified.
Same invertebrates have evolved special mechanisms for the detection and
processinfi af< grnvito-inertia], stimuli, however, it is $enerall.y recognized
that many invertebrates do not present an anatomically distinct gravireceptor.
nl^cnryahipna tlt::t the°:3 ::nom.^.^S raspand behAViOrn 1 7^ to ^^n.•it.^,^^n°rtinl far^.^A
('g' in^the remainder of this application) implies that structures like
cuticular hairs, eampaniform eensilla or endogenous receptors are involved in
''g' sensitivity (Tlulloelc and llorridge 19G5, hiarkl 1.974). ltmong the artttrapods,
spiders represent a "case-in-point" far this issue. In this proposal we review
the relevant spider literature, present evidence Far 'g' sensitivity in the
spider and propose an experiment far evaluating hypotheses on the mechanism
For 'g' traneduction and the spider's sensitivity to varied 'g' force..
Gravity, as a stimulus is, in some ways the easiest to study. All animals
are inFluenced by it, except perhaps those i.n perfect equilibrium with water,
and these usually have All eccentric center of gravity which causes them to
afisume same speries-specific orientation. In some ways the study of gravity
as a stimulus is most frustrating dud to its general uniformity on Che surface
of >:.arth. In order to study 'g' one must control it and modify it. The
modification of 'g' easily available in the laboratory is with the aid. of a
centrifuF,e or by impact (acceleration-deceleration). Outside the laboratory o
'.tree-Fall.' l.s a most des •lrable stimulus condition. The laboratory centrifuge
method permits the experimenter precise control. over the magnitude and direction
activities which expose r.lte 'hidden laws,' the functional relationships
between stimulus and response.
Spider Gravity Reception in the Literature
Studle y which attaclt^;ravit perception among the spiders are
virtually non-exirtent. Mark;l (1974) reviewed the invertebrate literature
in which mare than 270 studies were cited. He reported only two, older
researches (193 p 's) which suF,Qested that arachnids might employ 'g' for
finding their wny in the webs. According; to Markl,": 	 nothing is known
about the receptors involved (pg. 39)." A literature search to Che present
adds little to this meager history.
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A consequence o£ a vuriatian in 'g' is a varit ► Gion in ma^o. Thera
exist two studies in the literature in whl.ch mnsa was adc3ad to ttie spidc
body in o^:der to ays^luate web constxuction behavior. Mayar'(1 c15^) observed
that axb-wcbQ constructed by weighted e+piders warn simpler and showed an
eccentric inner spiral. She felt that ti p ec;contr^,city might be du+s to a
gravity e£^act. Ctiri.stiansen, 1I€+um and Mitt (19G2) added a 30 percent
increment to the weight of arb-weavers. They found n statie^tically significant
decrease in fatal thread length in the webs at weigtated animals which length
returned to the pre-weigttt^:d, control lengths about 3 days after the weights
were removed. These researchers alga observed a doubling a£ the ti^ickness of
the silk (measured by protein analysis) in res+ones to tt^e 3o pr:xcent addition,
Silk thickness also returned to control values 3 days Meter removal. Thus,
a heavier spider builds a tt^i.c°',^r thresd £arc suppozC and it a smal^.az^ becauaa
of. ttie limited amount o£ protein available.
The ' ►Sky 1.ab" flight of 1913 included orb-weaving spiders. Tt^e only
report Y could lacers on Chia (NASA 1977) indicated that spiders c^,+uld
construct a wc^b under conditiana of free-£all. rJnfoxtunntely an anolysia
was oat mach of web geometry relative to the earthbound orb, The o+ritars o£
this report also indicate that the silk ^waa ''significantly finer (in £light)+'
camparcd to pre- flight controls (ps, u7). The method for determining thickness
is not given. Thais could have been predicted £ram the ' ^►dded-mass' studies
described above.
' Ottter gvidence l:or '^" sensitivity amonP arb-weavers
9'hat spiders respond to '^' come from 'field observations' and preliminary
studies in the Neuro-Sensory Laboratory, Temple University,
in the Eisler or in the labaratary, orb-weavers assume ahead-down orientation
in the flub o£ the web. plg. 1, pogo 21	 is a photograph of a spider in tier
web. When the. frame which contains ct web is totsted l$0 degrees ttie animal
will., after same initial. diaarientati+^n, rotmte her body lII0 degrees to return
to the head-down pasitl.on. This orient^tion.responae con also be observed
with animals maintained in Pett'i dishes in the lab, A favored resting orientation
in the dish is ventral-up. If C1ie dish ie gently inverted mast animals return
to the vents:, orientation aver a period'of many minutes. Curiously an active
spider (usually dots].-up in the Petri dish) when inverted re-orients with a
very bttort latency (possibly milliseconds). These behaviors indicate bee- ,
orientation, and with. a response reaction time which might depend upon. the
"state" (neuro-phnrm'tcologic) of the, animal.
'	 The geometry of fire arb -web also appears to express a gravitational
influence, Cxaq^f.nntl.on of the t.awcr part of the. web (page 21) ghc►ws that
'	 the radial fibers arcs ' l{^id down' with smcill+:r anglca Chan the upper radittls.
This would imp.'; that file lower part is stiffer then the upper pare. 'there.,
tote, sag, due to the total web mass (silk plus spider) might be controlled.
Tt i.s reasonable to believe that the differential placement o£ radial silk
in the orb informs us as to the direction in which the spider "perceives"
the 'g' vector.
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Phyniola^ists rind poychAlagiato aLten emplay htaa>:G rata oo n dapandanC
.=	 varioblQ ir ► tttc ^valttntion r;L sensory, rmoCionttl and cagnl.tiva s^timulS.
k	 t"lttcn used amont; the vertabrotae this method Ear rstt{dyinA t}ta aenseo hea
,^	 limitrctian ^.n thnC the mya^t:nic (muscle) pnckemuker 9.n the hPnrt and the
autonamics to ttte her►rt oct is to moitltain n ral.ntivaly canatant rata. Thee
Clt+^ "orienting rce^panse" to sensory r^timuli ie usually ab^erved as a mamantnry
hradycardia (alnwin^ down of the heart rni^e) Lol,lawinh thQ sneer aL th^a atimuLua^
The spider pacemaker in different Liam tltttt ok vertctbrotes. Its hat ►rtba^tt,
`J	 iu cantrolXed by n dJ.1*pct nQural mecharttnm^ itencc tttu krarm mauro^cnic heart,
• The immedirtte ntlmulus Lor tttr, beat nrinr±s .tn the doxsal cardiac nova (Liter
repartcd b,l Wilson 19G7) ^ The central referettce fpr the ^:<{rdiac pacemaker
must be in the ncrvaua system of the. spider, however, to the t>ant of my
knawled^e, there arc. os yet reports in ttte liter^+tura on the represenCation
of the ncrv^ in the central nervous system. Thera exists o amok. but graving
11tet;aGurn on the physiology and unatamy aL t}te spider Itcart+ Scvaral a£
'-	 these repat:t changes in the rate oL beating exogenaue stimuli axe accidently
ox purposcZully applf ec1.
Stmultnncous intrncel^lular xecaxcf;kn^{n from thQ cardiac ttarva rtnd mec}^anioal
zecording at the bent pct•mitted tturAey and Sherman (197'0) to conclude that
ttte bent uncl u11 subner}ucttt nctivJ.ty depended upon the nerve pacemaker, and
Chid functioned similarly to the errx^dia^ gnnt;lin af' Lim, ulun polvnhemus and
decapad Cruetacea Cotner art:}tropoda known. to hr<ve neurogenic ltenrCs), 6hei7nan
et n1. (J.9f9) Gxaminec} 213 spider species hista].n};icatll.y^ They r+11 presented
a dorsal c^trdiur ganglion-. Ther,rforc, it is likely that the neurafienic ltemrt
ie a basic citcrrrtcteristic of ctpir}eras
>axperimentnt altuntinns in which spidexu are restrained {;roduce an
increcae itt t:hG bssnl. heart rate (Wilson 1967, Shcrmrrn and Pox 1968, 1970)
In order to del.ermine basal. (resting) rates tdr unrestt-witted spiders, ,Carrel'
and ticothcate (1976) tranuillumi,natcd animals by Ne-Near light. They reported
resting rates from 9 to 1?.5 besttrt par minute. 'Their rosults deaczibed u linear
power regt:ession between. hcartratc and epic}er body weight. Spiders are knotan '
to employ a hydraulic mechanism for the extension of the legs (Larry and 'brown
1.959), thus blood scrvns u mechanical as well as respirut;ary iuncLion in the
spider. Carrel and Ileathcote explui.ned the transirwnt brttdycarda sometimes
seen in nn excited animal aA a }tictd of "t;acic pressure" arising tram the increased
Ares©urr, in the prasomn and nbdotncn (p7Fa 1^ ► 9). This could be an explanation
far chunks in heart rata nc"soal.nted with Jacomator artivi.ty (struggling or
dumping). In motor activity then, one wou],rl r.xpect to observe the beat change
caused by internal preust"rrrr (rnrrllnc "tctivity) frfJs:lowed by leF movements,
Uuring simultaneous rccctrdin{S of the heart brat nnci microscap3c examination
of ttt^ s{;Jder's legs Y have sewn movements of. the leg lug beat c}range. 1}aw-
Qver, when sensory stimuli are applied Go fire a{rider (minute tactile, thermal
or vibrntinn stimuli) and titers is no perceptil;J.r' movement• of the spider
undex thr± hlFhrst virtual ampl.kfiertklon, n bradyeardia can still be observed.
In human bein};s th^K Is shtnetimc^A relerredto as n "bredycrtrdia of attention"
(.ucey rtnd Lacey 197A). It is ax{>Jal.necl art n result of central mediated control
by the vague nerve nmottt; thc^ vcrtebtcrtter;. Spider ltcartu do not. appear to
contain an equivalent puraayntpnthetic c^ntrol'system tlterefore it is possible
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kltat t^xndy_ and tacl^ycardina not proclucad by lag movements are a con^aqucnca
of oeneary canductian to the CNS nu well na apantaneoua viacarni, ^, divi,ty^
The incrcaned ltcnrt xate o£ restrnined s^pidora daea not seam to obvint+e
the reap4nae a£ i+he heart to acnsa stimuli. i^?ilaon (19^i7) ab^crved that
among restrained nnimnla nix currents, vbrntian, eQUnd and in certa^.n epeC^.a^
11sht stimuli may nl1 praduca chan^ea in tha timing a^ tha ttenrtbenb.	 .
}leis, at Temple Univexaity, wa hava examined the feasibility of measuring
'^^ et^acte according to the heartbeat o£ tha roetrained animal. Tlta proms
1im.nnry data nhaw tttnt tar vary ttmall, value q
 of anEular accelerntian fire
ben.°t slaws. down (bradycnrdir► ) and for ittcreaningt,y higher ncceleratian ttte
henzt increases ien £t;equency, i:xnmplen o>' cardiac hi.®tagrmm^ ttre given in
Cig^ 3, pngQ 22.
xn summary: observations hnvctlreen offered Co evidenca what the beltavidr
of the spider (orientnti^4n), lter construction (tl ►o orb^wc^b and rite silk), and
her pltysiol4aAy (cardiac t:esponse) all Cavar nn arganiAm w^hiclk recepanda to
gravita^inerti.al forcart.
7'he I,,^ ri£orm Organs 'ire Postsible stole i ►t Slyictrt~ k ruvity t'erce tian
.,,
Spiders hnvG eva).ved a special receptor on their legs, the 1.yrifarm axgan,
to perceive del;ormatictns in the exoskeleton. The organs have been lilcetted to
Campaniform ►tensilla usually identified r^s having mechanical/propxioceC^tive
funcLians (Sulloetc and ltorr3dp^a t 9h5^ PrinQ1 n t q55^ ; EMrlie^ l:^:brvrr° ltnd
argued first the lyri£g rm was a special c}t^mo-receptor (McZttciaa 1911, I{nat011
1935 but the weight o[ recent experiments has obviated t:hiE belief.
A eeannittl; electron micraf;rapit of a lyri£orm complex i.n preHen'ted in
3^ig. 2, page 7.1.
	 'Chia organ is ).seated on the pate y.lrt of the second legs
(aa well as the first legs) o£ the orb-weaver /1. sericntus. It presents n
number o£ parallel openinfis its the. exankeleton; the ovcrAll. conCi^;urntion
resembling a harp or marintbct (hence lyriform). The 1ar.fier or^;ctn in the photograph
contains about 20 al;its in a ha^^illa, and these slits ara 1S.nad- pup with the long
axis o£ thn leg. A wcco ►td organ containint; about 1.8 tt].ites, and at an angle
o£ about li5 degrees is located distal to the lrtr.e,er. one. Patellr^t' x.yriforms
I have examined may contain as many as 15 to 35 elite. 'i^he ].anger slits may be
about 100 microns and the shorter less than 3 microns in length. The trauglt
at each slit. is composed of Line £ilamentzt oC cuticle and at one end. an indentation
locates the site of the dendrite o£ the sensory nerve. Walcott and Van per Klaat
(1959) observed, in Electron microscope seeti.ons, each slit ittnarvaL • ed by a
sinl;le sensory naive. earth (197G) reported a peculiarity a£ the lyriform in
that a second dendrite arises £xom the onme sensory cell.. The £unction of thin
Qecond dendrite is unkno^n.
A less elaborate orf;an can be Cound on the tibi,n of the front legs. Com ^
pound organs hava not been observed to this date in A. seri .cntus on thn metatarsus.
A compound organ enn possibly be identified at the very Cie o£ the tarsus on the.
First. logs only and Just below the 'comb.'. The remainder of the tarrtue and
the femur appears to be devoid of lyriforms. (I, am present•1y examining rite
t^pinnin;; legs f.or the presence o£ lyriform organs.) In a comparison among arachnid
orcic^ra Barth and Stagl (1976) observed a few single slits. in the 'harvestman'
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at the proximal part of the leg (tr4chantcr) and a ^;rertter f•rcquency of
occurrence of ia^^lated outs in the 'whip scorpion', Theit 'hunting spidc>:'
(^Cu tt ertni^ rya rtalei) was r^.ch i.n lyriforr^, organs. ^crttmps sr~dentary animals,
like orb-wcavrrs, hnvc fewex lyriform orFana? if this is the cries one s^£
their. functions ^ni.ght be to guide ambulrttery beitnvio,r? Seyfarttt and Ilarth
(1972) dGmanstrata^d that the lyrifarm may bet involved with kinesthetic '
orientation becau ge when they were compromised in the hunting/walking spider
the animal ltad di.>ftculty itt returning to an earlier spatial location,
	
I'ttysiologicnl rtnd mctrpholol;ical studies s^ronely suggest first the lyziform 	 1^
orgatta trnnsducc cuticular retrain (Pringle 1955, t3arth et al. 1975, 1976,
1970). The 'decisive' mechanical. parpameter appertrs to be a displacement of
the alit. Comprc:crs,tonal lancis on the leg lead to some bending of the cuticle 	 ^1
and this deiormation ttt the site of the lyrif.orm is tl.^ adequate stimulus. 	 ^
In one respect tits: lyrif^rm shows a directional sensitivity in that dilitation
of the alit does not elicit neural activity ((larth 1976),	 ?€
The excliaiaite absnluL• c displacement thresholds of the lyri£orm were
first reported by Wrticott and Van per K1oot (1959). They estimated a
threshold of. 25 angstrom when 200 Nz vibrations were applied to the excised
leg of the common house spider.. 7'hirr sensitivity was confirmed in later work
by Walcott (1.963, 19G9).^ 1^inr.k (1972) employed average evolved potentials
Front rite uttancsthetJ.zecl ttpider brain (the sub-oesophogeal ganglion), in order
to measure the abr3olute threshold among, orb-weaving spiders. His results
indicated values ],er,a than 100 ctngatrom when 90 llz vibrations were applied
to the tip o£ the trtrsua. The differences may be due to the species examined
and the. experimental methado].ogir.s employed. IIarttt and. Bahnenberger (1978)
u^ted ramp and hold dirtplacements to evaluate the response of the lyriform
organs in the 'hunting;' spider. ']'trait results were given in terms of degrees
of metatttrsal excursion. Tndividunl slits were seen to respond to excursions
as little ,as O,Q1 degrees. Therefore, minute movements of the spider leg,
whether produced by vibrat,iott or by constant (step) displacements are adequate
stimuli for initiating responses in the lyriform organ..
1"inck and Reed (].979) employed a reflex movement of the spider leg as a
dependent vnrinb.le in a study of sensitivity to substrate vibration. The
]stases bf the retlr:}: resp pnce was .seen ^a be inversely related to stimulus
intcnai,ty. A ]. rnicr.on (r. ms) aubatrat;e displacement could elicit a response
with n reaction time of about 100 mace, whereas displacements on the order of
0.05 micron reau].tcd In ]rttencies of about - p 1000 msec. Behavior thresholds
were seen to be of. l-he same order of r^ensitivity ns the majority of single
unit threslro]da !.n rite nnr^ie :apec.ictrt. 7;he behaviarrtl spectral sensitivity of
the spider was rt].so campar.able tr y the "tuning;" according to elecL•raphysiological
criteria. It i.s not sur{rising to Clnd some differences between behavioral
and physioa.ogicnl esti.mntes of sense functicn, As we have indicated the
application of fire stimulus, whetitcr direct to the leg or to the substrate and
whether the nub,^ecr ty an excised ].eg; or a live anima]. etc. offer us different
views about sense Lune,ti.on. In fire physiological atuclles emptoyi,nfi single
neural unit r.errlaonc:n individual units show n range of displacement sensitivities.
Apropos of Chis nn i.mpor.trrnt but still unanswered question :concerns the magnitude
of the neural input to the brain needed to elicit motor behavior. It seems.,
from what has been t:eportc^d an the spider, that the activity of very few
neurons is sufficient to produce a behavioral response..
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Lyri£orm organs test on legs ttittd nze typically located lnternllYr
nnax a joint. 'Lt ie reusonahle to hcl,eve that ttte lel5 a^ ttte spider ba
con3ide>~ed un impa>rtnnt part of the canductivQ system for the. lyx'i^ot;m and
other' mecttanoreceptors on it. The ref^ulta of acYrrrnl experiments indierate
that the leg poait:ian ic; n variable in t► pider, mechano-aensivity. The
characteristic posture oi: ttt^ spider in its web is cephnlathorttx down and '
legs extended. Yt is very pasaibl^; that this represents an optimal positioning
of receptors and ucressory ^ttructurea in arcter to enhance senoitivity to
wceb movemet:t. tJnlcott and Van i)er tC,lc^at (1959) reported that; "tuning" of the
lyriEormn on tkte lel; oi: the conunon house api.^leN could be nlr.ered ay changinh
the position oC the leg. t^inck (19fi0^ was unable to canCit-m this reau^.t in
nn orb-spider but he did Cind tttnt the absolute threshold could >rc raised
or lowered by altering, the position oC the rinmal's log. for example, ^
4ingle neural unit had n chi^rncteristi.c frequency (its beat tuning point)
near 50 ltr, and with a threshold of O.QOA micron when. the l.eg, was extended.
When ttte leg w.tia bent close to ttte cephnlatltornx the tY^retthold wne increased
(sensitivity reduced) to 0.li9 micron. This correspstncla to n tl^resttold displacement
dif;Cerence of; 22Ge1, i.e., ^+ y dll. 'I'hia dramatic seneituivity change was ^nocompnnicd
by^very little Crequency shift in tuning.
Act explartrttion for this phenomenon °!e not yet fortttcaming from the
lieernture. As n 'worlcinl;Itypatheaie' X propose that•, the rule of the leg in
this system itt n lever in which the ratio of the warlc: aff.ort arm chnnbes
.;.,carding; ttl lvt; position, i, G• Iltu fulcrum locrttion v,tric 	 t;4 kna:., Lo.,
example, that among the vertebx'ntes wank airburne stimuli (sound) is substantially
ampllCie^ toy the middle ear ntechnnicnl sy g tcm. 7'he n ►nplificntian cantributad
by the areal ratio of tl^e tympanum to stapes foatl^lnte and tt^e ossicular lever
can dr.]ivcr n stimulus increased by n factor of almost• 10011 (GDdtt). XC we
are willing to view tear° orb-web ns an extenr^ion of the souse mechanism (ns
well ns n oases) neck ttic leg of. the apidar na n lever nn interesting analogy
is tendered, Perhaps r;iridr.rs evolved n ,similar mechanical nntplifier /attenunCor,
independently? I,n the "field" one can abaorve the spider vary her ^.eg; position.
>:ox example, ;:i i.00 llr. tutting; Eot'k applied near the ttnintctl may cause her, to pull
the legs tight into the cepltalcttharrtx. xn this state the spieler is remnrkn}^ly
innensit,ive to f.tirther Rtimt^lnt,lon (tltict reetpanse sometimes cn7.l.ed "playing,
deed" may be ]ilcened to tani.c innnahiJity). xf Iho tuning fork is applied
some diatrtnce iirom the nnimni. ^aC tits web peript^c^ry far exr,mplc) she will
extend the Croat legs na if to optimize the reception of the vibrations. Thus
the leg behavior of the .spider t'unctions like a vnriaUle attenuator which could
increase or limit the mechanical input to tits cuticular sense organs. 	 ,
}3ekesy (1967) described n vnri,ety of mechani.sn>S evolved by organisms to
attenuate unwr^r.ted inCarmritl.nn (noise) and rnhrtncc "needed" information. One
simple method is to redut;e the ionait:lvity of the receptor, either directly
(nettrnl menus) ox through 7ti auxiliary tnechnni gm. ilekesy's exnm(tles aze
instructive in ettplr^.tninl; rho funct:.tannl, sigtt.i.ficnnce of nclnptrttion and 3.ntii.bition
	 {'
1n sensory systems. l^c^r Lxnmplr, tl» anatanry of the al.l'actory apparatus oC
man neasurea, by aer^clynnmic mcrtnn, t}ant auGside odot::a are favored over odors
	 '°f
rlrisinF in the g,cit. In vts ton, the nen9itivity of the. humr ►n eye is sharply
	 ,
reduced in the infrr ► recl. 'i'hus the abundant blood supply t^ t•.tte eye (body
temperature circa 3J.@ det,r^^e K) data nnr provide n continuing source of	 ''
s k
background rnclintion to the rGt:inni. elemenCs. Tn animal behavior, the orienting
	 '(
reFlex (atartle^ att^cnt.tve bohn^Hor) sla g
 prgvldes a meclinnism far enhancing
nr avoiding. sensory stimuli. In thin l.nrF^ rontex, the passibility that the
	
':
orb-spider can. 'turn-on or turn-off' t • hr. mechanical sense syst^in by merely
rc-positioning her Legs is nn exciting; possibility ter investil;ation.
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